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Outline
● Why (still) choose the Fisher Yates Exact Test?

– Assets; Criticisms; Alternatives

● How are Specificities implemented and used? 
– A tour of design features illustrated by 

a research on the SHOAH corpus 
powered by the TXM software 

● Computational Text Analysis Methods
– Corpus Linguistics, Text Mining, Distant Reading, Textometry…: A 

diversity of approaches serving +/- different expectations and aims? 
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The Fisher Yates Exact Test
● Textometric Specificities (S+) (Lafon 1980), or characteristic elements 

(Lebart et al. 1998), implement a Fisher Yates Exact Test (FYE) 
(Pedersen 1996; Stefanowitsch & Gries 2003; Evert 2004;...). 

● Not out of date, even fully relevant
● 2 main assets:

– Clear: transparent, meaningful – a direct translation of the linguistic question into 
a mathematical model

● It is not a question of being the best(?), but of understanding what is measured

– Reliable: “exact” = nonparametric = no external assumption about the 
underlying probability distribution or about the value of a parameter

● No validity limit for low frequencies – the full range of frequencies is managed
● The measure embeds a statistical evaluation (no need for confidence intervals)
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The mathematical model
● The corpus is a set of parts (containers) filled with 

words (content).
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● Let’s remove words from parts:
(the total frequency for each word 
and part sizes are retained)

Part 1 Part 2 Part 3
Corpus Vocabulary



  

The mathematical model
● Then re-allocate the words randomly (only allocation changes: 

the total frequency for each word and part sizes are retained)
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● Let’s generate many such instances, 
actually all possible combinations of words into parts:

Etc.



  

The mathematical model
● Then, for any given 

word in any given part, 

you can measure how 
rare/surprising it would 
be (on a random basis) 

to reach the frequency 
you observe 

by the proportion of all 
instances with such a 
frequency (or more).
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Example for the word
in Part 2 with an observed frequency of 3.



  

The mathematical model
● The proportion can be directly computed with a formula

– A rather complex formula... :-(
– ...Available open-source implementations :-)

● R: Hypergeometric Distribution, used in 
textometry package, corpora package,...)

● It requires 4 parameters:
– T: total size of the corpus (number of tokens)
– t: size of the part
– F: total frequency of the word (absolute number of occurrences)
– f: frequency of the word in the part
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https://rdocumentation.org/packages/stats/versions/3.6.2/topics/Hypergeometric
https://cran.r-project.org/package=textometry
https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=corpora


  

From Proportion (%) to Score notation (S+, S-)
● For better readability (since proportions here are often very low), 

proportions are converted to their order of magnitude (Log10):

If n/N = 0.1 then S+ = |Log10(0.1)| = |Log10(10-1)| = 1
if n/N = 0.01 then S+ = |Log10(0.01)| = |Log10(10-2)| = 2, etc.
if n/N = 0.15 then S+ = |Log10(0.15)| = |Log10(10-0.8)| = 0.8

● Positive or negative sign: In case the frequency is less than the 
frequency for equal distribution, we compute a negative Specificity from 
the proportion of cases with the observed frequency or less.
– Negative specificities denote words with especially low frequencies 

(that is, less than statistically expected)
– Positive specificities denote words with especially high frequencies 

(that is, greater than statistically expected)
8



  

A clear and meaningful measure
● The interpretation of a specificity score is 

straightforward, for instance:
– A Specificity of +4 means that, if words were distributed 

randomly, there would be a 1 in 10,000 chance to get this 
frequency or more (0.01 % of all possible word allocations 
reach this frequency).

– A Specificity of -2 means that, if words were distributed 
randomly, there would be a 1 in 100 chance to observe this 
frequency or less (1 % of all word allocations with such a 
low frequency in the part).
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A gauge rather than a predictive model

● The model is mathematically exact, 
but it is not linguistically realistic: the aim is
– not to model language

● word occurrences are not independent events, since there 
are obvious contextual, syntactic and semantic 
interconnections

● scores cannot be understood as lexical or linguistic 
probabilities

– but to get a clear benchmark, a measuring tool
10



  

A gauge rather than a predictive model
● However, scores are used as both absolute and relative 

indicators
– Absolute threshold: ~3 (min. 2)

● words with a score less than 2 (n/N=p=0.01, 1%) or even 3 (n/N=p=0.001, 
1 ‰) are poor candidates, since their frequency can be due to common 
fluctuations;

● the p=0.05 (5 %) usual statistical threshold is inadequate because
– language doesn’t work randomly (too many words would be identified as outliers)
– problem of multiple comparisons: raising the threshold is a way to deal with this problem.

– Relative ranking
● sort in descending score and focus on top words.
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Criticisms about the FYE test (1/4)
● Bias toward high frequency words, correlation to frequency

– This is a natural consequence of a statistical approach: 
the more occurrences you observe, 
the more confident you are in your judgment, 
the lower the probability can be when a deviation is observed.

– This must be taken into account when interpreting results: 
S does not replace F, f, t, etc.

● A kind of tupleization (Gries 2019)
● Not a one-fits-all measure: Scores cannot be directly 

compared and do not provide any absolute qualification.
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Criticisms about the FYE test (2/4)
● Conversely, low frequency words are penalized

– Low frequency words may not be able to reach the significance 
threshold even in the case of a notable effect size

– There is a (good) reason for this: 
the measure embeds useful statistical considerations, that is, 
are there enough occurrences to make a quantitative judgment.

● For few occurrences or short pieces of text, one cannot exclude that a 
relatively high (or low) frequency would be due to common fluctuations

– Here again, completing FYE results with frequencies is useful 
(tupleization).
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Criticisms about the FYE test (3/4)
● Complex and intensive computation

– The formula is complex:
● However for users’ hermeneutic concerns, 

the main thing is to understand the model, 
not necessarily the details of the formula?

– Open-source efficient implementations 
are available 

– The advancing of current hardware power makes this 
calculation accessible

● What used to be a challenge 40 years ago is no longer an impediment
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Criticisms about the FYE test (4/4)
● A bag-of-word model – the Dispersion of a word inside a part is 

not taken into account
– Here again, tupleization!: considering both Specificity score and a 

Dispersion measure, even if only the number of texts in the part in 
which the word occurs for instance.

– Another solution consists in 
recursively applying 
the Specificity computing at different scales, 
typically on the part level then on the text level.

● Note that this solution is not 
a change in the model, 
rather in the way of using it.

15

1 part

S+ for only 
1 in 6 texts



  

Alternative Association measures
● Parametric statistical measures

– Log-Likelihood, Chi-squared, z-score...

● Focus on measures that compare relative frequencies
– Odds Ratio and variants

● Relative frequency comparison is equivalent to coverage comparison: 
( f / t )  /  ( F / T ) = ( f × T )  /  ( t × F ) = ( f / F )  /  ( t / T )

– Clear and meaningful – intuitive
● + simple formula
● another way of defining overuse as related to density
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Hesitations about relative frequencies (1/3)

● Proportionality assumption
– f in t (the short text) = 2f in 2t (the long text)
– this cannot be the case actually, because in usual lexical 

distributions, about half of the text's words (word types) 
occur once (hapaxes)

● If every word frequency is multiplied, then no word has a unique 
occurrence -no hapaxes

– This hypothesis favors word occurrences in short texts
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Hesitations about relative frequencies (2/3)

● “Stairs” phenomenon for low frequency words
– every occurrence is heavily loaded → 
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the measure is 
very responsive 
to the addition 
or withdrawal of 
a single 
occurrence



  

Hesitations about relative frequencies (3/3)

● Maybe too intuitive, actually?
– somehow on the surface, grasps what you see

● ex. words that occur in only 1 part (document hapaxes)

–  whereas a statistic measure may reveal something that is not so much 
visible

● ex. a tendency for a frequent word to be less used
● ex. words that do not occur and for which this absence could draw our attention 

(nullax)

– This depends on what you are looking for, what kind of associations 
interest you

● do not miss visible, ex. keyword extraction? 
=/= detect invisible, ex. authorship attribution?
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Specificities in textometric practice
● Tupleization in:

– Ergonomy of the graphical user interface (what is displayed together, hyperlinks).
– Interpretative paths that users build: how several results are associated in an analysis.

● Illustration: 
– A collective and interdisciplinary analysis (History, Linguistics, Psychology)

● with Damon Mayaffre, Serge Heiden, Philippe Weyl ; two publications: 2016, 2018. 

– on 20 Shoah testimonials from Auschwitz camp (French language, 1 million tokens)
– about memory: memory evolution; collective vs personal memory (Matrice project)
– carried out with open-source textometric software (TXM, IRaMuTeQ)

● TXM: search engine = CQP, statistics = R IRaMuTeQ: statistics = R

– Specificities are extensively used to identify lexical features of testimonials, depending 
on whether they were written temporally close or distant to the narrated events.
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https://shs.hal.science/hal-01361988
https://shs.hal.science/hal-01890536
https://matricememory.fr/?lang=en
https://textometrie.org/
http://iramuteq.org/
http://www.fondationshoah.org/


  

The SHOAH corpus: 20 texts, 3 periods

1945 - 1946
6 texts

1978 - 1999
5 texts

2002 - 2010
9 texts

21



  

A systematic tour of textometric features 
rather than a complete analytical path

● Considering not only S but also F, f, t: table display of Specificity results
● Examining words in context: a core textometric functionality
● Multiple ways of using associations, that complement one another:

– Words for a Part (column sorting), Parts for a Word (bar chart visualization), Words common to all Parts
– Words contextually associated to a Word (collocations), Word groups (~ topics)
– (Not in our SHOAH study: Building the characteristic Period for a Word (chronological Specificities), Words in 

parallel relationship with a Word (resonance))

● Managing dispersion through recursive specificity calculation
● Advanced text encoding and digital philology: any structure or feature encoded in the corpus is 

available to build accurate selections
– What is the reference for frequencies (T)
– How can the corpus be divided into parts (t)
– What lexical types do you consider and how can complex lexical units be defined (F)
– Many available parameters for collocations too

● Combined use of Correspondence Analysis (CA) and Specificities to disambiguate visual proximity
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Considering not only S but also F, f, t: table display

Table display (F, f, t)

Words in context

Part → Words

Word → Parts

Part set → Words

Word → Words

Thematic word groups

Word → Part sequ.

Word → // Words

Dispersion

Selection of T

Building parts t

Type & tokens F

Collocation param.

CA & S+
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(41%)

(85%)

(75%)

hits

club

pigs



  

Words in context: a core textometric functionality

Table display (F, f, t)

Words in context

Part → Words

Word → Parts

Part set → Words

Word → Words

Thematic word groups

Word → Part sequ.

Word → // Words

Dispersion

Selection of T

Building parts t

Type & tokens F

Collocation param.

CA & S+
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foot (kick)

whip

fire (gunshot)
fist (punch)

stick
eye (glance)

cane
riffle butt
...



  

Words in context: a core textometric functionality

Table display (F, f, t)

Words in context

Part → Words

Word → Parts

Part set → Words

Word → Words

Thematic word groups

Word → Part sequ.

Word → // Words

Dispersion

Selection of T

Building parts t

Type & tokens F

Collocation param.

CA & S+
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Insult: Humans 
are called pigs

Pigs’ food is even better 
than humans’ one.

2 main semantic uses 
can be identified

Double-click on a concordance line to read the passage 
if more context is needed



  

Words for a Part (column sorting)

Table display (F, f, t)

Words in context

Part → Words

Word → Parts

Part set → Words

Word → Words

Thematic word groups

Word → Part sequ.

Word → // Words

Dispersion

Selection of T

Building parts t

Type & tokens F

Collocation param.

CA & S+
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Negative specificities for the first period



  

Parts for a Word (bar chart visualization)

Table display (F, f, t)

Words in context

Part → Words

Word → Parts

Part set → Words

Word → Words

Thematic word groups

Word → Part sequ.

Word → // Words

Dispersion

Selection of T

Building parts t

Type & tokens F

Collocation param.

CA & S+
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Over-used:
minute, 
hour, 
day scale

week, 
year, 
era scale

Under-used:



  

Parts for a Word (bar chart visualization)

Table display (F, f, t)

Words in context

Part → Words

Word → Parts

Part set → Words

Word → Words

Thematic word groups

Word → Part sequ.

Word → // Words

Dispersion

Selection of T

Building parts t

Type & tokens F

Collocation param.

CA & S+
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Historical Vocabulary

war

roundup



  

Words not specific in any Part: Basic Vocabulary

Table display (F, f, t)

Words in context

Part → Words

Word → Parts

Part set → Words

Word → Words

Thematic word groups

Word → Part sequ.

Word → // Words

Dispersion

Selection of T

Building parts t

Type & tokens F

Collocation param.

CA & S+
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-1.5 < S < +1.5 
in every Part

nation

Some 
historical 

vocabulary 
is common 

to all 
periods



  

Words contextually associated to a Word (collocations)

Table display (F, f, t)

Words in context

Part → Words

Word → Parts

Part set → Words

Word → Words

Thematic word groups

Word → Part sequ.

Word → // Words

Dispersion

Selection of T

Building parts t

Type & tokens F

Collocation param.

CA & S+
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alive

corpses

/many/ + 
/lying/

gaz 
chamber
+ /burning/

walking



  

Table display (F, f, t)

Words in context

Part → Words

Word → Parts

Part set → Words

Word → Words

Thematic word groups

Word → Part sequ.

Word → // Words

Dispersion

Selection of T

Building parts t

Type & tokens F

Collocation param.

CA & S+

31life in camps Life outside camps and conceptual vocabulary

Reinert Method
(Reinert 1983, 1990)

● Corpus is split in 
context segments 
(~40-word-long 
here)

● Unsupervised 
classification of 
segments

● Specific words 
are computed for 
each segment 
class (here with a 
Chi-squared test)

Word groups: a thematic summary of the corpus



  

Building the characteristic Period for a Word

Table display (F, f, t)

Words in context

Part → Words

Word → Parts

Part set → Words

Word → Words

Thematic word groups

Word → Part sequ.

Word → // Words

Dispersion

Selection of T

Building parts t

Type & tokens F

Collocation param.

CA & S+

32
(Figure from Salem 1991, 163; 

blue annotations are added)

4-part sequence
(Figure from Lebart et al. 2019; 
Corpus = State of the Union addresses 1790-2008)

Chronological 
Specificities 

(Salem 1991; 
Adjacent 

characteristic 
elements in 

Lebart et al. 1998)

For diachronic or 
sequentially 

ordered corpora



  

Words in parallel relationship with a Word

Table display (F, f, t)

Words in context

Part → Words

Word → Parts

Part set → Words

Word → Words

Thematic word groups

Word → Part sequ.

Word → // Words

Dispersion

Selection of T

Building parts t

Type & tokens F

Collocation param.

CA & S+
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Resonance
(Salem 2004)

For parallel corpora.
Various kinds of possible 
alignments:
● Language A / Language B
● Adult speech turn / Child 

speech turn
● Political debate: for each 

topic/question, answer 
from Candidate A / 
Candidate B

● Etc.

(Figures from Salem 2004)

migrants 
(persons)

immigration 
(concept)



  

Managing Dispersion via recursive specificity calculation

Table display (F, f, t)

Words in context

Part → Words

Word → Parts

Part set → Words

Word → Words

Thematic word groups

Word → Part sequ.

Word → // Words

Dispersion

Selection of T

Building parts t

Type & tokens F

Collocation param.

CA & S+
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Specificities for 
“mort” (death) 
at Part level

Specificities for 
“mort” (death) 
at Text level



  

Managing Dispersion via recursive specificity calculation

Table display (F, f, t)

Words in context

Part → Words

Word → Parts

Part set → Words

Word → Words

Thematic word groups

Word → Part sequ.

Word → // Words

Dispersion

Selection of T

Building parts t

Type & tokens F

Collocation param.

CA & S+
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2. Overview 
of Specif. 

at Text level

1. Specif. 
for a Part

4. Word in 
full Text

3. Word in 
Context 
(KWIC)

A Graphical User Interface to work on Specificity results (Mayaffre et al. 2018):

A graphical 
instantiation 

of textometric 
tupleization?



  

Choosing the reference for frequencies (T)

Table display (F, f, t)

Words in context

Part → Words

Word → Parts

Part set → Words

Word → Words

Thematic word groups

Word → Part sequ.

Word → // Words

Dispersion

Selection of T

Building parts t

Type & tokens F

Collocation param.

CA & S+
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Nouns AdjectivesVerbs

Noun frequencies are compared to frequencies of other nouns only 
– no possible impact of stylistic effects of noun/verb balance variation for instance.



  

Choosing/building a set of parts (t)

Table display (F, f, t)

Words in context

Part → Words

Word → Parts

Part set → Words

Word → Words

Thematic word groups

Word → Part sequ.

Word → // Words

Dispersion

Selection of T

Building parts t

Type & tokens F

Collocation param.

CA & S+
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Powerful and flexible 
ways to define 
sets of parts.

(Text level / 
encoded structure level / 
word level)



  

Choosing the lexical type (to group tokens) (F)

Table display (F, f, t)

Words in context

Part → Words

Word → Parts

Part set → Words

Word → Words

Thematic word groups

Word → Part sequ.

Word → // Words

Dispersion

Selection of T

Building parts t

Type & tokens F

Collocation param.

CA & S+
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Verb lemmas Verb lemmas+POS Verb POS (→ tense)



  

Defining complex lexical units (F)

Table display (F, f, t)

Words in context

Part → Words

Word → Parts

Part set → Words

Word → Words

Thematic word groups

Word → Part sequ.

Word → // Words

Dispersion

Selection of T

Building parts t

Type & tokens F

Collocation param.

CA & S+

39Note: TXM is powered with CQP search engine.

Specificity computation is possible for phrases (zone libre) or patterns (coup de + NOUN):



  

Defining thematic units and generalized types Tgen (F)

Table display (F, f, t)

Words in context

Part → Words

Word → Parts

Part set → Words

Word → Words

Thematic word groups

Word → Part sequ.

Word → // Words

Dispersion

Selection of T

Building parts t

Type & tokens F

Collocation param.

CA & S+
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Many available settings for collocations too

Table display (F, f, t)

Words in context

Part → Words

Word → Parts

Part set → Words

Word → Words

Thematic word groups

Word → Part sequ.

Word → // Words

Dispersion

Selection of T

Building parts t

Type & tokens F

Collocation param.

CA & S+

Sing. = wife, woman
→ family story

Plural = women→ categories (men, children, elderly people)
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Combined use of CA and S to disambiguate visual proximity

Table display (F, f, t)

Words in context

Part → Words

Word → Parts

Part set → Words

Word → Words

Thematic word groups

Word → Part sequ.

Word → // Words

Dispersion

Selection of T

Building parts t

Type & tokens F

Collocation param.

CA & S+
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Close to events

Distant

First step: a Text-only plot



  

Combined use of CA and S to disambiguate visual proximity

Table display (F, f, t)

Words in context

Part → Words

Word → Parts

Part set → Words

Word → Words

Thematic word groups

Word → Part sequ.

Word → // Words

Dispersion

Selection of T

Building parts t

Type & tokens F

Collocation param.

CA & S+
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Step #2:
Same analysis

with both
texts and words

plotted

Question: Does
word-text proximity

reflects 
word-text association?

Not necessarily true:
CA summarizes

the overall configuration
rather than

detailed relationships 



  

Table display (F, f, t)

Words in context

Part → Words

Word → Parts

Part set → Words

Word → Words

Thematic word groups

Word → Part sequ.

Word → // Words

Dispersion

Selection of T

Building parts t

Type & tokens F

Collocation param.

CA & S+
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Combined use of CA and S to disambiguate visual proximity

Here we 
observe that 

words that are 
spatially closest 

to the 2008d 
text do not carry 

any statistical 
association with 

it (they are 
associated with 

other texts all 
around)

Note: These Specificities 
are computed on the 
same data table as the 
one used for the CA.



  

Combined use of CA and S to disambiguate visual proximity

Table display (F, f, t)

Words in context

Part → Words

Word → Parts

Part set → Words

Word → Words

Thematic word groups

Word → Part sequ.

Word → // Words

Dispersion

Selection of T

Building parts t

Type & tokens F

Collocation param.

CA & S+
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The Specificity 
measure 
indicates

 which words 
are especially 

associated with 
2008d

(we see they 
may not be 

spatially close 
to the text 

position)



  

Textual Data Analysis
● Corpus Linguistics, Text Mining, 

Distant Reading, Textometry…
– Textual data
– Similar measures: Chi-squared, FYE test, z-score, 

Mutual Information…
– Different approaches?
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Textual Data Analysis: Which Aim?
● Automatic analysis
● Textual information 

extraction out of the 
text

● Generalization (i.e. 
language description)

● Processing = calibrated 
and optimized engine

47

● Interpretative and interactive 
exploration

● Go back to text, 
read, read again

● Characterization, 
differentiation, what is special 
or unique in this corpus

● Processing = tool in user’s 
hands



  

Textual Data Analysis: Which Corpora?
● Text as resource

● Data
● Representativeness 

(of something else)

48

● Texts as sources
(cf. Valette 2016)

● Work, creation
● Entity (itself)



  

Textual Data Analysis: Which Evaluation?
● Right / Wrong, unique 

answer, Gold standard 
→ benchmark

● Objective processing
● Final aggregated score 

(clear order, hierarchy)
● Measure = final and 

stand-alone result
49

● Multiple interpretations, 
contextualization

● Subjective analysis
● Multiple dimensions, 

qualitative considerations
● Measure = a step among 

others in a pathway



  

Evaluation and scientific value in Textometry

● Form criteria: transparency, reproducibility of results. Precise 
description of the process, explanation of choices...  

● Substance criteria: rigor, consistency, quality and depth of 
reasoning...

● Importance given to convergent observations, 
multiple clues that go in the same direction 
– not a proof but a substantiated conjecture

● Intention (understanding of principles) rather than 
extension (validation on enumeration of cases
→ because no definite set of right answers)

50

faisceau (FR) ~ 
(convergent) beam (EN)?

/elongated/
/close/



  

Summary
1. The textometric Specificity measure is a Fisher-Yates exact test

2. It implements a transparent modeling 
(portion in all possible random word allocations) 
→ asset for hermeneutic concerns: users can fully understand what scores mean

3. In the textometric approach, the specificity measure is involved in 
interactive analytical paths combining various pieces of information
→ a kind of “dynamic” tupleization

4. Textual Data Analysis actually embraces a diverse range of practices 
with sometimes divergent expectations and objectives, concerning for 
instance the place given to text, the extent of automation, and the nature 
of evaluation; this substantiates a variety of orientations and choices.

51
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Appendix: Formulae

p(k= f )=p f=
(Ff )(

T−F
t−f )

(Tt )

Part Rest Total

Word f (F-f) F

Rest (t-f) (T-F)
-(t-f)

(T-F)

Total t (T-t) T
( nm)=

n!
m! (n−m)!

p(k≥ f )= ∑
i=f

min(F ,T )

pi

p(k≤ f )=∑
i= 0

f

p i

p(k≤f )=∑
i= 0

f

p i

S +=|log10( p(k≥ f ))|f >F
t
T

f≤F
t
T

S -=−|log10(p (k≤ f ))|
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where

is the binomial coefficient:

( nm)1. Probability for one frequency f:

2. Cumulated probabilities: 3. Conversion to 
Specificity score:
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